Previous research has investigated the multivariate normality of stock returns using tests based on the marginal distribution of returns. Due to the contemporaneous correlation across asset returns, these tests are difficult to interpret. We develop a general test procedure that takes account of the correlation across assets and that focuses on both the marginal and joint distributions of returns. We find highly significant evidence that stock returns and marketmodel residuals are nonnormal. Moreover, this nonnormality appears in both the marginal and joint distributions of asset returns. drawing inferences from univariate statistics can be misleading. The reason is that, given the correlation across assets, the univariate statistics will in general be correlated. This correlation suggests the need for a joint test across the asset returns being analyzed.
Consider two particular tests of normality, namely, the skewness and kurtosis measures: In terms of empirical work, existing stylized facts from the literature are that continuously compounded returns are negatively skewed and leptokurtic. With respect to monthly returns, however, this evidence is considered especially weak; see, for example, Blume (1968) , Officer (1971) , Fama (1976) , and, more recently, Affleck-Graves and McDonald (1989), among others. For example, in Fama's (1976) investigation, less than half of the Dow Jones firms have studentized ranges ex-ceeding the 10% significance level. For motivational purposes, table 1 provides individual skewness and kurtosis tests for monthly returns of each Dow Jones 30 firm over the exact same sample period as Fama (1976) .1 Only 12 firms have statistically significant excess kurtosis at the 10% level, confirming conclusions reached in Fama (1976) .2 The skewness coefficients provide somewhat stronger evidence against normality. Over half of the firms display significant skewness coefficients.
Consider for the moment the appearance of excess kurtosis in some of the individual stock returns. There appear to be two possible explanations for this kurtosis. First, stock returns are actually drawn from some alternative distribution to the multivariate normal (perhaps a multivariate Student t or multivariate mixture of normals, both of which produce "excess" kurtosis). A second, more subtle, explanation is that the kurtosis patterns in stock returns may be spurious. The argument goes something like this: suppose stock returns are in fact MVN distributed. If we were to estimate the kurtosis of each stock return, then (by chance) we would expect some to exhibit excess kurtosis. If asset returns were cross-sectionally uncorrelated, then any excess kurtosis could be interpreted in terms of univariate statistics with mild adjustments. However, if asset returns are highly correlated (as they seem to be), then conditional on an asset exhibiting kurtosis we would expect, even under the null hypothesis of multivariate normality, other assets to also exhibit some degree of kurtosis. Thus, cross-sectional correlation across assets can lead to cross-sectional patterns of kurtosis in small samples. In interpreting the actual kurtosis results, therefore, the econometrician faces an identification problem: is the fact that kurtosis shows up in some assets due to spurious kurtosis coupled with the correlation pattern across asset returns or is it due to true kurtosis and the absence of normality in the returns' distributions?
However, if only a few stock returns exhibit kurtosis (as in table 1), it might suggest the MVN assumption is a good working approximation for stock returns. This type of reasoning can be misleading. Given the correlation across asset returns, it may be that estimates of excess kurtosis in only a few stocks provide substantial evidence against mul- tivariate normality. This is because the cross correlation across asset returns provides information about the accuracy and precision of each kurtosis estimate in the joint system.
It is possible to take into account the dependence between the univariate statistics when testing for normality. For example, consider the skewness and kurtosis measures for two assets i and j. Using results in Hansen (1982) where pij = the correlation between assets i and j. Consider the sample correlation estimates between monthly asset returns of the Dow Jones 30 firms over the period 1951-68. These correlations vary from .0811 to .8425. Consider the two stocks with the highest correlation, namely, Bethlehem Steel (BS) and United States Steel (X). Using the joint asymptotic distribution of Ki and Kj, the correlation between the Bethlehem Steel's kurtosis measure and United States Steel's kurtosis is over 50%. Under the null hypothesis, this imposes sharp restrictions on the kurtosis patterns of these two stock returns. In general, conditional on one asset exhibiting "apparent kurtosis," under the null hypothesis that returns are normally distributed we would expect other correlated assets to exhibit similar kurtosis-in particular, the more closely correlated assets should have the most similar kurtosis. Thus, even though the magnitudes of kurtosis for each asset are important determinants of the distribution, an equally important factor is the pattern in kurtosis measures across assets.
One way to test for normally distributed returns in this environment is to form a joint test across asset returns. For example, let K be the N-vector of kurtosis measures for N assets, let V(K) be the variancecovariance matrix of these kurtosis measures given above, and let A be an M x N matrix of constants. Then We can obtain all the moments, E[RPRq] for all integers p and q ? 0, by differentiating M(ti, t1) p times with respect to ti and q times with respect to tj and then setting ti and tj equal to zero. Using this technique, it is possible to form more individual and joint moments than the five parameters (>i, puj , P pijq ?) needed for estimation. Therefore, using the procedure above, we can test whether (Ritq Rjt) are bivariate normal.
For example, consider the following sample moment conditions relating to the first four moments and corresponding cross moments of Rit and Rjt (note that sample moment conditions can be expressed for any higher-order moment-we focus on the third and fourth moments to coincide with the previous discussion on skewness and kurtosis): With these restrictions alone, the econometrician has 14 moment conditions and only five parameters for estimation, leaving him with nine overidentifying restrictions to test. In addition, as assets are added, the number of testable restrictions increases by the rate N(N -1)/2, where N is the number of assets. Using the GMM estimation procedure in equation (4), it is then straightforward to test these restrictions.
B. Optimal GMM Estimators: Theory
For simplicity, consider the moment restrictions in equation (5) of Section IIIA. Under the null hypothesis that stock returns are MVN distributed, the derivative matrix and variance-covariance matrix Do and SO can be calculated analytically. In fact, they will have representations in terms of only the mean, variance, and correlation parameters 0. Using Hansen's results, it is possible to calculate the optimal GMM weights in equation (4), the 5 x 14 matrix A* = D'S l.
The optimal weights given by A* take on an especially interesting form. Specifically, consider partitioning the general A matrix into two matrices, one 5 x 5 and the other 5 x 9. In the optimal GMM case, it is possible to show that the 5 x 5 matrix is the identity matrix while the 5 x 9 matrix is a matrix of zeros-all the weight in estimation is placed on the first five moments. Using this result, it is possible to derive the optimal GMM estimators: 5. While estimating SO this way will have no effect on the asymptotic distribution under the null, it will have different consequences for the small sample null distribution of the statistics as well as for the power of the statistics under alternative multivariate distributions. Section VC discusses this point in more detail. Similar to the kurtosis measures given in Section II, these measures will be highly correlated when the asset returns have high correlation. Consider two cross-kurtosis statistics, Kij and Kik. Suppose, for example, pst = .90 for all s, t. In this case, over 80% of the variation in Kij can be explained by Kik. This imposes strong restrictions on crosskurtosis measures in the data. We explore some of these restrictions below.
Using the same data as Section II, we perform tests of multivariate normality that exploit the multivariate structure of asset returns. To coincide with the skewness and kurtosis measures estimated in Section II, we look at corresponding cross moments of skewness and kurtosis across the 30 Dow Jones firms. To keep down the number of restrictions, we choose one of the assets (e.g., Allied Corporation [ALD]) as a benchmark. This leads to 29 joint testable restrictions. As with the individual kurtosis measures, the univariate crosskurtosis measures provide weak evidence against normality, with nine of the 29 firms (i.e., ignoring the benchmark) displaying excess cross kurtosis at the 10% level. The cross-skewness measures provide similar results with only 10 of 29 firms displaying excess cross skewness at the 10% level. Similar to the joint tests given in table 1, the joint tests across the cross-skewness and cross-kurtosis measures are significant below the .0001 level. Evidently, there is substantial evidence against multivariate normality at both the marginal and joint distributional levels. The multivariate test procedure in Section III assumed that {Rt}f1 are drawn from an i.i.d. multivariate distribution. In terms of the distributional results, however, the test procedure requires only that the Rt be stationary and ergodic and that the moment restrictions have a finite variance-covariance matrix. When the i.i.d. assumption is relaxed, for the analysis to make sense, the form of serial dependence (e.g., serial correlation, conditional heteroscedasticity, etc.) must be internally consistent with the multivariate normal null hypothesis. For example, suppose stock returns are serially correlated following some autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) model. Then if the innovations across returns each period are i.i.d. multivariate normal, the returns will also be multivariate normally distributed. The test statistics, however, will be misspecified because the estimator for S0 will no longer be consistent. The econometrician is then confronted with several issues. First, under the more general framework, is the methodology described in Section III still valid? Second, if the methodology is valid, is it necessary that we know what precise process the Rt follow? Finally, how should the tests be performed?
IV. Empirical Example
Without loss of generality, suppose that Rit follows an autoregressive (AR) process of order 1. Further, assume that the econometrician is interested in estimating and testing properties of the variance a 2. First, note that the best estimator (in terms of minimizing the asymptotic variance) for a 2 is the ML estimator, (aMLE)2 = (urMLE)2/[1 -(-yMLE)2], where a2 is the variance of the market-model innovation term and -y is the AR parameter. It is possible to show that this estimator is, for all relevant asymptotic comparisons, equal to the sample variance, UR,' Thus, as in Section III, the optimal GMM estimators are still the sample means, variances, and correlations. Intuitively, since one cannot do better asymptotically than MLE, the GMM estimation will again always pick these sample moments in estimation regardless of higherorder moment restrictions or of any serial correlation in the returns.
However, even though the GMM estimates are the same under serial dependence, this is not true of the estimators' asymptotic variancecovariance matrix. For example, in the AR (1) In summary, the GMM procedure in the presence of serial dependence involves three steps:
First, apply the GMM methodology to get the optimal estimates. In the case of the MVN distribution, GMM produces the sample moments, P R. UR, and ij, for all i #j. Second, estimate So using an autocorrelation consistent estimator.
Denote this estimator S aT
Third, test the MVN distribution by calculating the statistic JT a-Tg t 0)te le o s0). and then evaluating JT at the appropriate level of significance.
B. The Optimal Test
Small sample considerations aside, the GMM test procedure outlined above generates an infinite number of test statistics, all with asymptotic x2 distributions. In practice, this class of statistics is limited by the number of assets and by a finite number of restrictions because we have only a limited number of time-series observations at our disposal. Nevertheless, the class of statistics is significantly larger than the skewness/kurtosis statistics studied in Sections II and ILL. Given that the econometrician has numerous moment conditions available to him when testing the MVN distribution's joint restrictions, a natural question is, Which moment conditions should he choose in estimation?
Sometimes, of course, the choice of restrictions comes quite naturally; for example, the econometrician may wish to focus on particular moments such as skewness or kurtosis. As mentioned above, there are a number of economic reasons why the finance literature has focused on these moments. Similarly, the theory may lead to particular moment conditions; an illustration of this is the Kraus and Litzenberger (1976) three-moment capital asset pricing model (CAPM), in which skewness plays a substantive role. These criteria, as with any choice of test statistics, are somewhat subjective. In terms of a more objective criterion, which moment restrictions should be chosen?
1. The approximate-slope procedure. Suppose we fix the number of restrictions being tested at R -M = Q*. Irrespective of whether the test statistic takes the form of equation (1) or the JT(0) statistic in Section III, the asymptotic distribution of the statistic is X * From an asymptotic point of view, there is no difference between choosing a particular set of Q* overidentifying moment restrictions over an alternative set of Q* restrictions under the null hypothesis that asset returns are MVN distributed.8 There is a difference asymptotically, however, between these statistics under specified alternative multivariate distributions, that is, with respect to their relative asymptotic power. Using Bahadur's (1960) concept of approximate slope, Geweke (1981) develops a procedure for comparing the asymptotic power of test statistics by comparing their approximate slopes.9
8. There may be a difference in small samples, however. To the extent that the goal of asymptotic theory is to approximate the small sample distribution, one can argue we should choose the moment restrictions which best fit the X * distribution. Although there is little theory suggesting which moments to choose on this basis, it is well known that higher-order moments provide the poorest approximations in small samples. One would suspect, therefore, that the best approximation occurs with lower-order moments and cross moments. This issue deserves considerable more study but is beyond the scope of this article. (See Serfling [1980] for a discussion of biases in sample moments and Mardia [1980] for convergence properties of some moments in the case of normality.) 9. The approximate slope is a measure of the rate at which the null hypothesis becomes more incredible as the sample size increases. Specifically, for a given alternative and fixed power, -2 ln(ot)/T converges almost surely to the approximate slope of the test, where (x is the marginal significance level of the test.
Of special interest to this article, Geweke (1981) proves two important results. First, if the test statistic has an asymptotic x2 distribution, then the approximate slope equals the probability limit (plim) of the statistic deflated by sample size. Second, for a fixed number of restrictions Q*, the ratio of approximate slopes between two test statistics will equal the inverse ratio of the minimum number of observations needed to achieve a given power (i.e., as we let the size of the nonrejection region get arbitrarily large). For example, a statistic with onehalf the approximate slope of another statistic will need roughly twice as many observations to reject the MVN distribution.
Therefore, under a given alternative multivariate distribution and under a fixed number of restrictions Q*, one objective criterion for choice of test restrictions is to pick the moment conditions that maximize the approximate slope of the test. This is an especially appealing method because the result will often not depend on nuisance parameters. That is, similar to the asymptotic null distribution being derived for arbitrary [u and a, the approximate-slope results will also be independent of the values of [u and a. This will not necessarily be true of power calculations based on Monte Carlo simulations. The drawback of the approximate-slope procedure relative to Monte Carlo simulation, however, is that it is valid only asymptotically.
Nevertheless, to see this procedure in practice, consider the Ji,(0) statistic, where i represents just one set of particular moment restrictions. In terms of J i (0), choose the restrictions i that maximize where v = degrees of freedom parameter for multivariate t. Note that the approximate slopes depend only on the degrees of freedom parameter v and (in the case of cross kurtosis) the true correlation between asset returns. The approximate slope, and thus the asymptotic power, of the tests decreases as v increases. This is expected as Student t with high v is approximately normal. The ratio of the approximate slopes, cilcij, takes on an especially interesting form. It is independent of v (and, therefore, holds for all multivariate t alternatives) and depends only on the true correlation between asset returns. In particular, ciIcij ranges from 1 to 1.5 as a decreasing function of the correlation between the assets, pij. As an illustration, suppose the correlation between the two asset returns is 80%. In this case, ci is 31.96% greater than cij. Therefore, if we decide to use the cross-kurtosis test instead of the more standard kurtosis measure, we will need almost one-third more observations to achieve the same power in testing multivariate normality against any multivariate Student t alternative. These results do not hold generally for the multiple-restriction case. The ratio of the approximate slope of the Wald test for the kurtosis measures over the approximate slope of the Wald test for the crosskurtosis measures can be either greater than or less than one. This ratio depends on the correlation matrix across asset returns. As an example, consider fixing the number of restrictions at nine (with size decile 1 as the benchmark asset) and comparing the kurtosis Wald statistic and cross-kurtosis Wald statistics of Sections II and IIIA, respectively. In order to compare their approximate slopes, it is necessary to specify the complete correlation matrix of the asset returns. Suppose the true correlation structure is equal to the sample cross correlations of the market-model residuals for the 1986-90 subperiod. The resulting ratio of approximate slopes, ci/c j, is 1.266. Evidently, in this particular case, the Wald statistic for the kurtosis measures provides greater asymptotic power. In terms of the power of the test, there is no reason a priori to choose one estimator over the other. Note that S0(0)'s estimate is the same irrespective of whether the data come from the null or alternative. In contrast, the estimator ST(0) picks up information contained in the alternative distribution. Therefore, under some alternative distribution, these different estimators will provide quite different weights on the moment restrictions not set equal to zero. The ultimate choice then depends on the class of alternatives the econometrician deems reasonable.
One way to address this issue formally is via the approximate slope procedure discussed in Section VB above. Fixing the alternative, the approximate slope procedure can then be used to choose ex ante The obvious benefit behind this type of generalization is that the estimators and corresponding confidence intervals are robust to many distributions (i.e., to ones with well-defined moments). The drawback is that the properties of these statistics in small samples may be suspect for the reasons described above.10 10. A similar kind of analysis can be performed for overidentifying restrictions, although some null (no matter how weak) needs to be imposed via the moment restrictions. For example, one might wish to test whether the data come from a class of multivariate symmetric distributions in which skewness is zero. The procedure here is to first estimate consistent estimates, 0, of the parameters using some weighting matrix (e.g., the identity matrix I): min gT(0)IgT(0)-
VI. Conclusion
It is difficult to interpret individual test statistics for univariate normality in stock returns across assets. By explicitly taking into account the contemporaneous correlation between asset returns, it is possible to jointly test the hypothesis that stock returns are normally distributed. These tests restrict themselves, however, to investigations of the marginal distributions of the assets-departures from multivariate normality may be more prevalent in the joint distribution of the assets. This article proposes a class of tests that exploits information contained in both the marginal and joint moments of asset returns. Of statistical interest, this class of test statistics is easy to calculate with well-known asymptotic distributions. As a technical by-product, we discuss a procedure for evaluating the most powerful statistic within this class.
In applying these tests to stock returns and market-model residuals, we find highly significant evidence of nonnormality in both the marginal and joint distributions of these variables. At least empirically, therefore, the multivariate normal assumption cannot be justified. With respect to alternative multivariate distributions (e.g., such as the multivariate t), the techniques introduced here can be used to test the appropriateness of these alternative distributions. To this extent, this article should have applications elsewhere in the literature.
